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Abstract
When considering the development pathway for a genetically modified cell therapy product, it is critically important that the
product is engineered consistent with its intended human use. For scientists looking to develop and commercialize a new
technology, the decision to select a genetic modification method depends on several practical considerations. Whichever path
is chosen, the developer must understand the key risks and potential mitigations of the cell engineering approach. The
developer should also understand the clinical implications: permanent/memory establishment versus transient expression, and
clinical manufacturing considerations when dealing with transplantation of genetically engineered cells. This review covers
important topics for mapping out a strategy for developers of new cell-based therapeutics. Biological, technological, manu-
facturing, and clinical considerations are all presented to map out development lanes for the initiation and risk management of
new gene-based cell therapeutic products for human use.
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Introduction

The recent integration of cell and molecular medicine has led

to breakthroughs in engineered cell therapeutics and the

rapid development of new therapeutic modalities. Most nota-

bly in regard to the latter, this has evolved into the genetic

engineering of human leukocytes to combine the specific

and universal binding modality of an antibody with the cyto-

lytic and anamnestic properties of T-cells. This led to the

conceptualization and development of what are known as

Chimeric Antigen Receptor (CAR)-T cells and represent the

current state of adoptive immunotherapy with genetically

modified cells. The first two FDA approved products, Kym-

riah for treatment of B-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia

and Yescarta, for large B-cell lymphoma represent the

impressive and momentous shift into the application of gene

editing technologies for production of successful cell-based

therapeutics and the first engineered cells of their kind to be

transplanted for treatment of diseases.

The field of biologics has experienced a transformative

phase with advancements in the ability to reconstruct and

manipulate DNA, which has allowed for direct targeting and

modification of genomic sequences in most eukaryotic

cells1. Gene editing technology has been implemented to

enhance the capacity for in vitro gene modeling through
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generation of engineered animal models for pharmacological

modeling and improved understanding of human diseases.

Manipulation of human cells prior to transplantation through

targeted insertion or deletion of genes in cell genomes has

been used for improved targeting and/or efficiency in vivo.

Important considerations such as off-target effects, desired

genomic integration site, disruption of gene function or

genomic instability have to be considered when choosing a

genome-editing technology for a cell therapy product.

This review highlights the biological and technological

considerations essential to achieve the manufacturing of a

reproducible and robust engineered cell therapy product. The

design of these novel engineered cell types in the decision-

making process of defining the target product profile (TPP)

include the desired genetic vehicle or technology, the man-

ufacturing method, clinical considerations, sustainability,

cost of goods, business considerations, and risk mitigation.

This review further includes a discussion of the manufactur-

ing operations that should be considered when designing

gene-modified cell therapeutics. Finally, business considera-

tions are highlighted with respect to the selection of vectors

and manufacturing paradigms where intellectual property

exists that may require licensing opportunities to further

enable one’s therapeutic program(s) or provide needed

freedom-to-operate for future commercialization. Ulti-

mately, these considerations feed heavily into significant

financial decisions for drug development, which are worthy

of study for new developers and the profitability of the pro-

posed therapeutic approach.

Genome Modification for Cell Therapy

History of Genetic Modification of Cells

The current state-of-the-art of genetically-modified cell ther-

apeutics has had decades of history underpinning this new

class of medicine first approved in the United States by the

FDA in 20172. Adoptive cell therapy, which was developed

as an application of immune surveillance theory, dates back

to the concepts published by Paul Ehrlich and Lewis Tho-

mas3. Historically, patient blood transfusions were the first

cell transplantation therapy for the treatment of many kinds

of blood disorders, including anemias, leukemias, lympho-

mas, and immunodeficiencies. Initial cell therapies consisted

of allogeneic bone marrow transplants for leukemia patients

post-myeloablation to both leverage blood reconstitution and

induce a Graft-versus-Leukemia effect. Strong response

rates were encouraging but the high incidence of Graft-

versus-Host Disease (GvHD) limited applicability4. Refine-

ment of this approach identified the synergistic roles of

CD34þ cells and T cells in donor lymphocyte infusions in

the treatment of cancer. These studies lead to the discovery

of Tumor Infiltrating Lymphocytes (TILs), Lymphokine

Activated Killer cells (LAKs), and Natural Killer (NK) cells

which recognize specific antigens residing within tumors

and mediate cancer regression. These findings collectively

pointed to the potential of cellular immunotherapy for can-

cer. Early work involving genetically modified T cells were

used to downregulate or upregulate certain binding domains

or proteins to enhance cell function5. Efforts at the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania, the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia

and their collaborators ultimately spurred the development

of genetically modified cell therapies to recognize cancer

specific antigens, which, in 2017, resulted in FDA approval

and commercialization of the first CAR T-cell product for

the treatment of leukemia. Further advances and elaborate

complexities continue to be added to the CAR platform that

take advantage of the molecular interplay of antigen recep-

tors, lymphocytes, and tumor cells. Therapeutic responses to

CAR T-cell therapy in patients have been dramatic, although

at the cost of high rates and adverse events that can become

severe6. For the first FDA approved CAR products, patients

saw toxicities related to the systemic release of high levels of

cytokines, which include cytokine release syndrome (CRS)

and immune effector cell-associated neurotoxicity syndrome

(ICANS), which can become fatal in some patients. Addi-

tional on-target, off-tumor effects can be seen in some cases

where toxicities result from specific interactions between the

CAR and its target antigen on non-malignant cells. In order

to avoid general systemic toxicities, CAR T-cells must reach

an efficacy threshold without exceeding cytokine secretion,

and thus development of methods to meet this therapeutic

window for different CARs will need to be established to

overcome these limitations. These ongoing immunotherapy

developments will continue to push the limits of specificity

and efficacy onto additional and more difficult targets to

become a routine treatment in cancer.

Lentiviral and Gamma-Retroviral Vector Permanent
Expression Systems

Historically, gamma-retroviral and lentiviral vectors have a

long history in gene editing for transplanted cells as the first

vectors used in the clinical setting because they permanently

express the genetic construct of interest. The earliest

gamma-retroviruses were derived in the mid 1980s from

avian and murine oncogenic retroviruses. The lentiviral vec-

tor constructs in use today were derived from non-human

primates, feline, equine, and/or human immunodeficiency

viruses type 1 and 2 (HIV-1, 2). Vectors were engineered

to be non-replicating and self-inactivating, and thus less

pathogenic to humans7. Since the early 2000s, lentiviral vec-

tors have become the preferred system over gamma-

retrovirus as early clinical trials using gamma-retrovirus

resulted in cases of leukemia due to insertional mutagen-

esis8. Lentiviral vectors share similarities in efficacy to

gamma-retroviral vectors, yet lentivirus has one significant

point of differentiation that broadens their use in that they

can transduce non-dividing cells.

Recent scientific advances in cancer immunotherapy in

the clinic have shown success, particularly in the case of

therapies involving the delivery of genes using viral vectors
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to directly kill or redirect autologous T cells to induce a

potent anti-tumor immune response. While gamma-

retroviral vectors were the first vehicles to be used for the

delivery of CAR constructs to immune cells, safety concerns

surrounding insertional mutagenesis potential moved the

field to safer and potentially more effective lentiviral vec-

tors. Lentiviral vectors are now the primary vectors used

clinically for delivery of CAR-engineered cells and have

been used to treat other types of inherited and acquired dis-

orders, including hematologic disorders. Administration of

lentiviral vectors is typically performed ex vivo to directly

achieve high transduction in target cells which further adds

to a beneficial safety margin as the virus is not directly

transmitted to the patient. The modified cells are subse-

quently transplanted to the patient after expansion. Addition-

ally, ex vivo administration allows the developer greater

control in the dosing of a predetermined (range of) modified

cells versus in vivo gene therapy in which the number of

viral vectors is known but the number of resulting modified

cells cannot be accurately measured.

Transient Expression with Adenovirus and Adeno-
Associated Virus

Adenovirus and AAV had been initially developed for use in

in vivo transient expression in patients, either directly deliv-

ered to the site of need (e.g., lungs for treatment of cystic

fibrosis) or systemically for metabolic disorders where mul-

tiple target cells require a “hit” that direct organ targeting

may not necessarily achieve or where the target organ may

be easier to reach via systemic delivery, such as the liver

which has a natural affinity for AAV uptake. Regardless, off-

target effects associated with these vectors are heavily con-

sidered and influence not just the choice of vector, but also

specific serotypes and construct design9. Unfortunately,

many first-generation strategies did not demonstrate signif-

icant clinical meaningfulness and can be summarized as a

combination of limitations in transgene selection to disease

target, patient immunogenicity to the vectors, manufacturing

challenges, and vector administration. Many of the technical

challenges associated with these vectors, in particular scal-

able manufacturing, remain significant issues in the industry

today yet with recent success in the field are receiving more

attention than they had in past years10.

Over 1,000 different clinical trials between the two plat-

forms have been conducted resulting in a robust safety pro-

file for both AAV and adenovirus-based vector systems

across a multitude of applications, including repeated dosing

for infectious disease through systemic delivery of vectors

into terminally ill patients. Both vector systems are also

amenable to capsid engineering to modify tropism and fur-

ther enhance specificity to target cells, as there are currently

over 12 identified serotypes11. Novel non-human vector ser-

otypes of both adeno- and AAV vectors have included chim-

panzee and gorilla species in efforts to avoid host cell

immunity, as most individuals have been exposed to native

human viral serotypes at some point in their lives. Naturally

occurring AAV vectors can be selected to more efficiently

target particular cell types and directed evolution has further

been employed to enhance specificity11.

Unlike retroviral and lentiviral vectors, an attractive ben-

efit of adenovirus and AAV is their inability to integrate into

the host genome, thus alleviating many of the safety con-

cerns associated with the use of permanent integrating

vectors. Human adenovirus does not contain any comple-

mentary DNA sequences that result in homologous recom-

bination in human cells and thus expression is transient and

not long lasting. Because of this, adenovirus has become a

promising vector for vaccines and oncolytic viral therapy,

where the replicating mechanism of action of adenovirus is

combined with the expression of potent cytokines from the

same vector12. Unlike adenovirus which is generally consid-

ered non-integrating, AAV does have the potential to inte-

grate at a very low frequency with concerns for host cell

mutagenesis resulting in malignant transformation being

raised13. While AAV vectors are considered safe, a more

thorough understanding of the biology of these vectors is

needed to fully understand the risks. Table 1 outlines a num-

ber of viral vectors that have been safely applied in human

trials of cell or gene therapy, each having their own specific

applications in the field.

Non-Viral Gene Editing Systems

The emergence over decades of highly unique and versatile

genome-editing technologies has provided researchers with

the ability to introduce sequence-specific nucleic acid mod-

ifications into the genomes of a broad spectrum of cell types

and organisms14. The core technology most commonly used

Table 1. Vector Types and Characteristic Properties.

Vector Genome & size (kb) Capacity (kb) Diameter (nm) Tropism Expression

Adenovirus dsDNA; 36 4–7 70–90 D, ND ST, Transient
AAV ssDNA; 4.9 2.4–4.5 18–26 D, ND LT, Transient
HSV dsDNA 120–200 30 150–200 D, ND LT, Transient
Lentivirus RNA; 7–9 8 80–120 D, ND LT, Stable
Retrovirus RNA; 7–10 8 80–130 D LT, Stable

Abbreviations: D, dividing; ND, non-dividing; ST, short term; LT, long term.

Timmins et al 3



to facilitate genome editing is clustered regularly inter-

spaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)-associated pro-

tein 9 (Cas9). The system has evolved over time and now

consists of only the Cas9 nuclease and a single target guide

RNA (gRNA) containing essential elements. As of now,

researchers have utilized several tools that allow for gen-

ome editing apart from the most notable CRISPR-Cas9

system, including zinc finger nucleases, (ZFNs), transcrip-

tion activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs), and the

next generation Arc nuclease platform, termed ARCUS.

ZFNs have been around since as early as 1996, when the

first zinc finger protein domain demonstrated site-specific

nuclease cutting at strictly defined DNA sites in vitro for

the first time15. However, the complexity and cost of this

method when it comes to design and construction of spe-

cific protein domains for genome editing of a particular

DNA locus as well as high probability for inaccurate clea-

vage of target DNA makes it less desirable for current and

future applications. More recently, the development of the

TALEN and ARCUS system have improved the simplicity

and efficiency of gene editing methods in human, plant, and

animal subtypes16. The TALEN system operates on the

principle of bacterial secretion of effector proteins

(TALEs) which are composed of a central domain for DNA

binding, signaling, and activation domain responsible for

target gene transcription. The activity of each TALE

domain is restricted to one nucleotide, therefore does not

affect binding specificity of neighboring TALEs unlike

ZFNs17. The ARCUS system, most newly developed of all

the gene editing technologies, is an ARC nuclease synthetic

enzyme, similar to a homing endonuclease which gives it

the unusual ability to precisely recognize long DNA

sequences and trigger gene conversion events to modify

the genome through insertion in a precise way18. Table 2

provides a more detailed overview of each of the different

non-viral genome editing technologies used today and

when each method is preferred for the desired application.

Gene editing systems have been used to generate disease

models for drug library screening, rapidly engineer cells for

transplantation in immune treatment and surveillance, and

targeted gene knockout, to name a few19–21.

Overview of Transfection and Transduction
Technologies

With advancements in genome modification technologies,

there have been simultaneous advancements in the ability

to deliver genetic payloads using specific gene delivery

vehicles into cells31. There are numerous modalities, in

both early development and commercial-use phases, that

can be used for introducing genetic changes into a cell.

Methods can generally be categorized as either viral

(transduction) or non-viral (transfection). Transfection

and transduction technologies form the foundation and

technical scalability of the gene modification manufactur-

ing process with gene insertion methodology being a key

point when considering long or short-term applications

(Fig. 1), namely transient versus permanent expression

in cells.

Each of these methods have advantages and disadvan-

tages that are dependent on the disease application, number

of patients, treatment modalities, and overall cost of goods.

For gene modification, the first CAR-T candidates were

developed using a gamma-retroviral vector, which delivers

a permanent payload to the target cells as the gene of interest

integrates into the genome. Other uses of viral vectors in

immunotherapy aimed to enhance the immune response

through a programmed cell death receptor (PD-1)22. The

most used viral vectors for stable expression are the

gamma-retroviral and lentiviral vectors. Other vectors such

as adenovirus, adeno-associated virus and herpes simplex

virus, have also been used for gene therapy applications but

typically show lower transduction efficiencies into target

cells or do not stably integrate compared to retroviral and

lentiviral vectors.

Engineering of stem cells has been achieved with viral

transduction methods that efficiently and stably introduce

genetic material into cells through integration of the thera-

peutic gene into a cell’s genome. The creation of induced

pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) was an incredible feat accom-

plished through genetic modification of defined factors

which provides a renewable source of patient autologous

cells that can retain identical genetic information as well

as give rise to many cell types of the body as desired. iPSCs

are often used now as a replacement for embryonic stem

cells (ESCs) because they overcome the ethical and technical

limitations of ESCs32.

Despite advances in large-scale suspension cell line pro-

duction using transfection-based manufacturing processes or

through stable producer cell lines, the costs of generating

large quantities of high titer viral vectors has remained rel-

atively high. Current research on the use of integrating vec-

tors is focused on improving vector design, characterizing

insertion site preferences, and thus reducing patient risk

associated with integrating vectors33. For additional safety,

several groups have developed viral vectors or constructs

that include a suicide switch within the transgene cassette

based on an inducible caspase that allows selective elimina-

tion of engineered cells in vivo post-administration should

treatment go awry. Here, a balance between efficacy and

safety is yet to be determined, as is the ability of the insur-

ance marketplace to shoulder the burden of costly and effec-

tive therapies.

Non-viral methods include a multitude of developing

technologies that can be customized based on target cell type

and genetic payload size. All aim to increase permeability of

the cell membrane to promote uptake of the DNA or RNA

and include electroporation, mechanoporation, and sono-

poration. Non-viral alternatives are being developed for ex

vivo transfection using liposomes, electroporation, or other

techniques as described further in this document.
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Non-Viral Transfection Methodologies

Transfection techniques designed to transfer nucleic acids

into cells include both chemical-based products (such as

liposomes), and non-chemical methods which typically

involve the temporary formation of pores in the cellular

membrane; allowing for the translocation of material from

outside the cell to enter the cell (such as electroporation).

The delivery of mRNA via transfection is a technique that

can be used to transiently modify cells, with the full expec-

tation that only short-lived expression of the new genetic

material will occur. For stable expression of transgenes,

transfection has been used to introduce plasmids that encode

transposon elements and the transposase enzyme (such as

Sleeping Beauty or PiggyBac) is relatively cost-effective

in early clinical development. Additional methods include

proprietary delivery solutions that permeabilize the cell

membrane (e.g., chemoporation), allowing for diffusion of

the delivery material into the cell, prior to reversing the

permeabilization.

Non-viral vectors are typically cationic lipids, polymers

and peptides that are able to complex or encapsulate genetic

information for transfer within cells34. By complexing anio-

nic nucleotides with cationic polymers or particles, DNA or

RNA is protected from nucleases for in vivo and in vitro

gene delivery. The cationic nature of these compact particles

provides an additional advantage from a transfection effi-

ciency perspective. First, cationic particles interact with the

negatively charged cell surface due to the presence of gly-

cosaminoglycans (GAGs)35. Next, these interactions either

permeabilize the cell membrane or promote cell update via

endocytic mechanism36. Therefore, at non-toxic doses, these

non-viral vectors provide an efficient mechanism for gene

delivery. The most common non-viral method is using poly-

ethylenimine (PEI) because of its simplicity, size/shape tun-

ability, strong DNA compaction capacity (polyplexes), and

well known endocytic uptake mechanism37. However, with

new and increasing developments of lipid-based nanoparti-

cles, cationic liposomes that complex DNA (lipoplexes) are

increasingly being utilized as non-viral transfection

vectors38.

Some of these non-viral approaches have recently been

implemented to advance two exciting developments in the

field of gene delivery; delivery of siRNA (small interfering

RNA),39 and delivery of whole CRISPR-Cas9 genome-

editing systems40. In one recent and historic example, FDA

approval was awarded to Alnylam Pharmaceuticals for two

Fig. 1. Decision tree and rationale for the selection of a transfection methodology.
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siRNA therapeutics. First, there was Onpattro, which con-

sisted of a 21-mer double-stranded siRNA encapsulated

within a cationic lipid nanoparticle and most recently, Giv-

laari was approved in 201941. This encouraging development

came after years of lipid nanoparticle development which

enabled high liver transfection efficiency for the treatment

of transthyretin amyloidosis and acute hepatic porphyria.

Similarly, recent attention has focused on developing deliv-

ery systems for CRISPR-Cas9 systems. To do this, one must

either deliver whole Cas9 endonuclease plus single-guide

RNA (sgRNA) or deliver Cas9 mRNA plus sgRNA42–44.

While delivery of either plasmids or mRNA to synthesize

Cas9 in situ provides several advantages, direct delivery of

recombinant and cationic Cas9 complexed with sgRNA

(ribonucleoprotein complexes) is most common and simple

to implement. Moving forward, each of these delivery

approaches for both siRNA and CRISPR-Cas9 will require

significant optimization of nanoparticle formulations before

these approaches are clinically viable.

Electroporation applies an electric field to cells to

increase membrane permeability, allowing chemicals or

genetic material to pass into the cell. It allows efficient

transfection of hard-to-transfect cell lines and primary cells

with different payloads including DNA vectors, short hairpin

RNA (shRNA), microRNA (miRNA), small interfering

RNA (siRNA), oligonucleotides, proteins or even small

molecules. The versatility of such electroporation systems

allows transfection of numerous cell lines in a variety of

scales. This technique also offers the possibility of using

gene-editing strategies such as CRISPR/Cas9 to further

modify or improve engineered T cell products. Modern elec-

troporation platforms are designed to significantly reduce

cell damage while maintaining high efficiency. Most modern

electroporation platforms have protocols specific to the cell

type in which the electroporation parameters (waveform,

electric field, and pulse length) are optimized for high effi-

ciency and improved viability of transfected cells. In the

realm of large scale GMP manufacturing of cell therapies,

electroporation is the transfection method that is furthest

ahead of other ‘-poration’ methods as commercial devices

are designed to be closed and automated. Additionally, for

electroporation cells need to be highly concentrated which,

for applications with large numbers of cells, require the

development of methods that do not rely on non-scalable

centrifugation and open processing.

Mechanoporation is another technology that creates

small pores in the membrane via compression of the cell.

Microfluidic channels can be used to compress cells allow-

ing for delivery of material while maintaining good cell

viability and function. Mechanoporation may be the most

diverse classification of transfection methods and various

strategies are used in conjunction with sonoporation, electro-

poration, and chemoporation. Microinjection and ballistic

gene delivery are suitable for desired cell numbers in the

100 s to 1,000 s. Microinjection requires an operator to insert

a micro-sized pipette tip with DNA in carrier solution into a

specific location within the cell and like many methods ben-

efits from optimization of other relevant parameters such as

DNA concentration, injection volume, and intracellular

delivery location among others. Soluporation is a new type

of chemoporation that has been developed by Avectas tech-

nology, a business that is focused on improving the cost,

manufacturing and patient outcomes for next generation cel-

lular therapies. Their SoluporeTM Technology is a non-viral

cell engineering technology that permeabilizes the target cell

membrane to allow efficient transfer of cargo into cells while

retaining high levels of cell viability and functionality45.

Technologies geared toward hard-to-transfect cells and uses

a combination of shear induced deformation to porate the

membrane and then ejects the cells with genetic material

through a nozzle to initiate transfection. Systems such as this

have shown high delivery efficiency in a variety of cell types

and can handle a sample upwards to a few million cells46.

Sonoporation typically uses ultrasonic waves to generate

an oscillatory velocity causing small bubbles to form in the

fluid; the expansion and collapse of the bubbles creates shear

at the membrane surface which induces membrane currents

and forms pores in the membrane47,48. Microbubbles are also

often used to increase acoustic cavitation in the cell solution.

Historically, sonoporation was used for intradermal drug

delivery, but in recent years more studies have adapted this

technology for in vitro gene transfer. The instruments avail-

able for large scale sonoporation for in vitro manufacturing

of cell therapies are limited, but this allows early cell therapy

innovation teams to optimize parameters specific to the

application. Some systems allow the operator to vary the

pulse repetition interval, treatment time, waveform, and

power intensity and reports have shown that it can be used

to achieve higher transfection efficiencies when used with

microbubbles and cause minimal loss of cell viability49. The

total cells porated in one shot is much lower than that of

electroporation and mechanoporation as the tip size of the

units are in the millimeter size range and due to the fact that

cells must be in a monolayer. In addition, there are not any

automated large-scale systems available.

For any delivery method, effective delivery must be

balanced with maintaining cell viability. Each method

employs a unique approach very often dependent on the cell

type and purpose, whether for research or human therapeutic

use. Transfection utility of physiologically relevant cells

remains a challenge, with the critical bottleneck of achieving

reproducibly efficient transfection balanced against cyto-

toxicity combined with matching throughput capability from

research to commercial scale-up. Innovative efforts combin-

ing efficient transfer of genetic material into cells and allow-

ing high throughput processing will narrow the gap between

cell therapy product (CTP) manufacturing capacities meet-

ing high patient number CTP demands. Many articles have

been written describing different transfection techniques.

Kim T. et al. provides an overview on biological, chemical,

and physical transfection methods and the advantages and

limitations of each method and Kaestner, L. et al. provides
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some guidance to aid in transfection method choice based on

factors such as in vivo versus ex vivo therapy, and large

versus small populations of cells50,51.

Clinical Considerations

In the previous section we outlined the different tools that

can be used for cellular engineering with some insights into

their clinical success. In this section we will elaborate on the

clinical considerations that should be factored in when

choosing a method for cellular engineering when the

intended use is for human transplantation to treat diseases.

The different approaches impact the complexity of the man-

ufacturing process and thus have a direct impact on cost of

goods. Additionally, the choice of method will have direct

implications for the clinical treatment regimen of the ther-

apeutic product. Fig. 2 outlines the rationale of choosing a

gene modification system for a desired cell type and target

clinical disease.

Achieving Transient or Permanent Expression

Transient expression. Transient gene expression in which the

gene of interest is expressed for a short (transient) period of

time, can be achieved via non-integrating viral vectors

(AAV, Adeno-associated) and also via the direct introduc-

tion of mRNA (non-viral), or, in some instances, the intro-

duction of non-integrating DNA plasmids52. None of these

methods result in permanent knock-in of the gene into the

host cell genomic DNA though long-term expression may be

achieved in cells which are terminally differentiated and do

not divide, such as nerves or retinal cells53. For mRNA-

based gene therapy, the genetic material is expressed and

translated in the cytosol. Because mRNA-based therapies

are not being transcribed under the control of a promoter,

this approach may be preferred over the use of viral vectors

in cases where a lower level of protein expression is

desired54. Mazhar Aldi provides a review of the molecular

approaches to gene manipulation55. Transient gene expres-

sion may also be preferable if the engineered cell is intended

to execute its targeted behavior and is no longer needed

thereafter. An example of this is the controlled persistence

of activated T-cells. Once the activated T-cells eliminate

their targets they are directed to delete themselves via cues

from the coordinated immune response56. Alternatively, in

the liver, the engineered cell may persist, but due to subse-

quent rounds of cell division the introduced gene ultimately

becomes exponentially diluted.

Another instance in which long-term expression may not

be required is when the engineered cells are intended to

induce changes in other cells. Here, while the engineered

cell itself is not necessary or sufficient to execute the desired

clinical effect, these cells initiate a chain of events in the

endogenous cells of the patient. Mesenchymal stromal cells

(MSCs) are considered a transient cell therapy that can influ-

ence the differentiation of immune cells upon administration

that then amplify a systemic change in an immune response.

Once the sequential actions have been set in motion the

initiating cell is no longer needed. As before, the genetic

payload could be eliminated via apoptosis or necrosis of host

Fig. 2. Rationale for choosing a target clinical cell type and intended disease target for cell transplantation.
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cells, or via serial dilution of the introduced genetic material

through cell doubling.

Permanent expression. A permanent (stable) change to the

gene expression in the patient is warranted where lifelong

expression to correct a genetic defect is needed, with many

metabolic disorders being prime targets for such approaches.

Permanent expression can be achieved primarily using len-

tiviral and retroviral vectors. This can also be achieved using

transposase systems, such as Sleeping Beauty or PiggyBac,

and consist of naked DNA that encodes for the machinery

necessary to enter the cellular nucleus and insert a payload

into the genome. Unlike viral vector systems, transposon

systems contain a targeting sequence which allows control

over where the gene is inserted, although specificity is some-

thing that requires verification. This approach could be ben-

eficial in correcting defects in large genes, where the use of

viral vectors may be limited here due to packaging limita-

tions of the virus. Jaitip, T. et al and Partow, K. et al provided

a comprehensive review of transposase systems57,58.

Not to be overlooked are the methods of inserting genetic

material into the host cell DNA that use combinatorial sys-

tems to achieve permanent expression in the cell.

UCART19, an anti-CD19 CAR-T product being developed

by Cellectis, utilizes the TALENs to knock-out the expres-

sion of the TCR in T-cells to create an allogeneic “off-the-

shelf” cell therapy. TALENs can be introduced into T cells

by electroporation of mRNAs encoding guide RNA (gRNA).

Another allogeneic CAR-T therapy is based on engineered

endonuclease to knock-out TCR expression. The nuclease is

expressed after mRNA encoding the endonuclease protein

enters the cell through electroporation. The nuclease creates

a double stranded break in the T-cell receptor alpha constant

(TRAC) locus and the CAR gene is inserted at the target site

by means of homologous directed recombination (HDR)

after delivery by recombinant adeno-associated virus sero-

type 6 (rAAV6) as this serotype has a high affinity for CD8þ

and CD4þ T-cells59–61. In both cases, the nuclease is only

transiently expressed but causes a permanent change in the

host-DNA. While AAV is non-integrating, using this

approach AAV can still be used to achieve permanent

expression of a gene.

Clinical Implications of Transient or Permanent
Expression

For permanent expression, the host cell genome must be

modified as described above. Through preclinical and clin-

ical development, the candidate therapeutic cells will have to

be rigorously tested for safety. There are some safety con-

cerns that exist when permanently changing the cellular gen-

ome. One concern is the risk of malignancy caused by the

random insertion of the transgene. Insertional mutagenesis

can occur due to or disrupting a viable gene, and/or by pro-

moting the expression of oncogenic genes as a result of the

insertion into the genome. Mout, R. et al offers a full review

of delivery methods in gene delivery and the potential for

random insertion and the associated risks62. There are tools

that exist to increase the specificity of the insertion at a

particular site. Though the risk of random insertion can be

greatly reduced, it is rarely eliminated. For an ex vivo gene

therapy developer, the risks associated with random inser-

tion of the targeted gene will require a higher level of dili-

gence in the clinical trial design. For instance, clinical trial

investigators often include long-term follow up of the patient

to evaluate if there is an unintended consequence of the gene

insertion as patients may be more likely to develop ancillary

cancers due to insertional mutagenesis or due to double-

strand DNA breaks, as described earlier.

Another risk associated with gene modification is that of

on-target/off-tumor responses. For immuno-oncology

products (e.g. CAR-T or engineered TCRs), without

increased levels of specificity engineered cells attack cells

expressing the gene of interest, including non-cancerous

cells63. For CAR-T cells targeting CD19, all CD19-

expressing cells are targets, leaving patients B-cell aplastic

for some time. This results in the patient having difficulty

mounting appropriate immune responses to pathogens as

they may have poor or no ability to make antibodies64.

Additionally, for engineered TCRs targeting cancer testis

antigens there also exists a risk of collateral damage to non-

cancerous cells65. For a review of the various CAR targets

being developed, and the potential risks associated with

those targets, see the paper published by Salter, A66. For

hematological malignancies and solid tumors, see the pub-

lication by Wang, Y, et al67.

An additional risk is that of unintended toxicity associ-

ated with sustained expression of the endogenous TCR in

engineered immuno-oncology products. The engineered

cells are effectively bi-specific. Therefore, the pronounced

activation of the CAR-expressing cells also yields cells that

are activated and targeted against unknown antigens/targets.

In addition, there is also a chance that stimulation of both the

targeted CAR and the endogenous TCR leads to T-cell

exhaustion, muting the desired target-specific response68.

A potential mitigation strategy to develop a focused targeted

receptor product is to use gene editing tools to knock-out the

endogenous TCR rendering the cells mono-specific via the

introduced CAR or engineered TCR. The field has quickly

caught onto the notion that, in addition to reducing the toxi-

city of autologous immuno-oncology products, knock-out of

the endogenous TCR lends the potential to generate univer-

sal immuno-oncology products derived from healthy donor

cells61,69. Additionally, a versatile approach to control the

specificity and reduce the risks of off-target effects is the

split, universal and programmable CAR system (SUPRA-

CAR)70. This platform uses leucine zippers to generate

zip-CAR T cells that can be redirected toward tumor anti-

gens in conjunction with a zip-scFv. This allows the full

activation of T cells to only be achieved in the presence of

multiple antigens.
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The permanency of the gene expression affects the clin-

ical design of the study. For ex vivo gene therapies with

permanent expression, most products achieve their desired

effect with a single dose. However, for therapies involving

transient gene expression, repeat dosing may be required as

part of the treatment regimen71. The potential need for repeat

dosing is an important consideration for patient-specific and

autologous therapies, especially if there is a chance of a

therapy-related immune response making repeat dosing pro-

blematic if not impossible. For autologous therapies, multi-

ple doses of a single batch of gene modified cells are

generated, cryopreserved and maintained for subsequent

administrations. The alternative would be to produce a new

batch of cells for each dose (or set of doses) if only one dose

could be generated per batch. This would be the case if the

product was required to be administered fresh and not after

cryopreservation. In addition to a significant cost burden,

this scenario could lead to regulatory hurdles and/or clinical

complications. Furthermore, it may not be feasible to obtain

multiple samples from a chronically ill patient.

For patient-specific batches of genetically modified cells

derived from healthy volunteer donors (e.g. HLA-matched

products), the patient may need to receive doses from mul-

tiple batches. For example, in a dose escalating clinical trial

design, the first subjects may not receive enough allogeneic

cells to fully combat the disease and may need to receive

another dose. In this case, it would be desirable to treat a

patient from a single batch of cells from the same donor,

though it may negate the cost-savings associated with the use

of universal batches of allogeneic product. The storage and

chain of custody logistics associated with setting aside prod-

uct uniquely for a patient would render the costs and chal-

lenges no different than that of autologous therapies.

Clinically, the use of donor-derived cells would be beneficial

in that patient by not having to repeatedly provide blood or

tissue for the therapy.

Integrated Viral and Cell Therapy
Manufacturing and Quality Considerations

Whether a cell therapy developer is manufacturing in-house

or at a third-party Contract Development and Manufacturing

Organization (CDMO), there are several key considerations

when using viral vectors as part of the manufacturing pro-

cess. As opposed to other genetic modification methods,

viral vectors are most often needed at larger scales to achieve

the desired results. Manufacturing limitations should be con-

sidered early on in the process to streamline development

and regulatory approval. With each process there is risk of

cross contamination which needs to be appropriately man-

aged. This is particularly the case when utilizing multiple

viral vectors, fulfilling both clinical and commercial

demand, or when manufacturing multiple products in the

same facility. There are three potential sources of cross con-

tamination that must be managed, including:

1. Airborne particulates generated from open process

manipulations

2. Direct transfer through product and non-product con-

tact surfaces

3. Human error during product manufacturing (e.g. pro-

cess deviations or labeling)

In addition to cross contamination, the introduction of

viral vectors into a cell therapy manufacturing process also

requires additional material testing procedures to facilitate

the release of the viral vector into a GMP facility. To ensure

that the patients receiving these cell therapies are not inad-

vertently exposed to replicating virus, testing for replication

competent virus (RCV) specific to the platform used to pro-

duce the vector is required before the viral vector material

can be released for GMP production of a cell therapy prod-

uct72. During preclinical development of a cell therapy man-

ufacturing process, the process may be developed using a

viral vector preparation that has not been tested for RCV.

Moving this process to GMP, this timing must be carefully

managed as RCV testing must be done over a minimum of

five passages on a permissive cell line and can therefore take

anywhere from 30 to 60 days, which has the potential to

disrupt product development timelines to achieve the first

patient treatment. Typically, performing this test to release

the viral vector for use in the GMP facility is sufficient,

however, there have been concerns that a replication incom-

petent viral vector could be reactivated during the manufac-

turing process73. For this reason, product developers may

elect to perform RCV tests at multiple stages throughout the

product manufacturing process, to ensure reactivation has

not occurred based on published FDA recommendations72.

A key limiting factor to utilizing gene transfer tools, par-

ticularly in the case of viral vectors, is the need for a con-

sistent and large-scale viral manufacturing method that

complies with current GMP standards. Transition to semi-

automated, closed-system processing are of great interest

due to their uniformity and ease of creating batches of virus

that can then be purified and utilized in translational, pre-

clinical and clinical settings, without the need for hands-on

manipulation. Various methods have been under consider-

ation in order to facilitate production of larger volumes of

vector while maintaining high titer. Some of these methods

include the use of fixed bed reactors, hollow fiber reactors,

suspension culture processes, and stable producer cell lines

that reduce the complexity of transfection associated with

many viral vectors, such as AAV. Table 3 outlines the cur-

rent approaches and challenges associated with large scale

manufacturing, highlighting key areas of improvement for

manufacturing systems of large-scale clinical grade viral

vectors.

Facility Design to Mitigate Risks

There are a number of ways in which challenges related to

the use of viral vectors in the manufacture of cell therapy
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products can be mitigated through the use of an effective

facility design and implementation of personnel, material

and waste flows that limit the risk for cross-contamination

(Table 4). The optimal facility design is dependent on the

product manufacturing strategy, whether utilizing multiple

viral vectors, manufacturing multiple products or manufac-

turing for multiple clinical phases. Given the rapid evolution

of the cell therapy field, it is critical to design a facility that is

flexible and can accommodate several levels of manufactur-

ing capacity and can accommodate various manufacturing

approaches. To ensure this flexibility, manufacturing opera-

tions at a multi-product GMP facility will need to allow the

development and implementation of new production strate-

gies and provide infrastructure for the manufacturing of

novel and/or additional product supplements and viral vec-

tors. Once a product receives approval, it will no longer be

necessary to manufacture such product in a multi-product

facility. Whether or not multi-product facilities will have the

capacity to simultaneously support commercial and non-

commercial manufacturing, and fulfill all the requirements,

remains to be seen. Support of initial manufacturing opera-

tions for the commercial markets may allow more effective

projections of future manufacturing demands and opera-

tional requirements for the full-scale commercial product.

Minimizing the risk of viral vector cross contamination

through the use of a dedicated and redundant HVAC systems

for the viral manufacturing cleanrooms is necessary.

Furthermore, the use of dedicated systems for each

manufacturing cleanroom suite will enable a more robust

containment strategy, by allowing for cleanroom suites to

be operated independently of each other. In addition, the use

of containment “sinks” within each clean room will ensure

that containment is maintained in that suite at all times. The

risk of cross contamination can also be controlled operation-

ally through the implementation of unidirectional vector

materials flow into the clean room and waste flow out of the

manufacturing facility.

Manufacturing Controls to Mitigate Risks

Typically, manufacturing processes for cell therapy products

contain open processing steps, which not only increase the

risk of product contamination, but also introduce risk that the

viral vector that is used in the product may contaminate other

products. Risk of cross contamination is minimized by sche-

duling production so that only one viral vector can be

manipulated in a cleanroom suite at a given time, and

through the use of appropriately validated cleaning proce-

dures. If the same manufacturing process is used for multiple

indications with different viral vectors, and therefore require

Table 3. Vector Process Development Challenges and Mitiga-
tions.74–78

Process challenge Areas for improvement

In fixed bed bioreactors it is
difficult to collect the virus
from cells.

Fluidics modeling can optimize
flow patterns and rates to
collect virus.

Culture results using serum free
media are not comparable to
results using serum.

Early, upfront work with CROs
to optimize and test serum
free media formulations per
cell type.

Difficulty scaling up culture
volumes.

Invest in early process
development work; this de-
risks potential for large-scale
failed batches.

Limited generation time of viral
particles 72-96 post
transfection.

Stable producer cell lines
produce vector over
extended amounts of time.

Cationic lipids (PEI and
Lipofectamine) can be toxic to
cells.

Optimize cell density, lipid
concentration, pH, and
temperature. Set tight
specifications in early
development work.

High yields are difficult to reach
for certain gene constructs.

Use of infection-based systems
such as baculovirus (1014 vg/L).

Unprocessed supernatants often
contain vector titers from 1 to
5x107 TU / ml; relatively dilute
for downstream use

Addition of a filtration or volume
reduction step to collect
vectors from supernatant and
concentrate virus.

Table 4. Examples of Solutions to Mitigate the Risk of Manufac-
turing with Viral Vectors.79,80

Manufacturing challenge Potential mitigations

Cross contamination
from airborne
particles

� Reduce open manipulations or close
manufacturing process entirely

� Manipulation of one product at a
time in each clean room

� Effective design of clean room
airflows to enable containment

Cross contamination
from direct transfer
through product and
non-product contact
surfaces

� Effective production planning to
minimize co-location of multiple
products

� Validated cleaning effectiveness
procedures between each product
manufacturing process

Cross contamination due
to human error during
product manufacturing

� Effective material and waste
management systems and process
flows

� Color coding of products during
manufacturing and physical
segregation during culture

� Extensive quality control record
systems

� Effective personnel training systems

Additional RCR/RCL
testing prior to GMP
release of materials

� Include RCV testing timeline as part
of pre-clinical product development
plan

� Develop a clear viral vector testing
strategy for each stage of clinical and
commercial manufacturing
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two different viral vectors to be utilized in the same clean

room, it should be possible to stagger the production such

that the different products are not openly manipulated at the

same time. No two products employing different vectors

shall be manipulated in the cleanroom at the same time

during a GMP production campaign.

Alternatively, it may be possible to develop closed man-

ufacturing processes that require only a minimal number of

open processing steps, so that production scheduling is not

unnecessarily constrained. An example would be closed sys-

tem cell culture and sampling so that multiple products can

be expanded and processed simultaneously. Early planning

for potential constraints in production is critical so that

capacity can be maximized, and overall product manufactur-

ing costs can be reduced. As production volumes increase

toward late-phase clinical and commercial manufacturing, it

may be possible to physically separate the different pro-

cesses to avoid these additional manufacturing controls and

increase capacity utilization of the manufacturing facility.

This is beneficial from both a risk mitigation as well as a

cost savings perspective.

The second manufacturing control that mitigates the risk

of utilizing viral vectors in cell therapy manufacturing is the

use of validated cleaning procedures. To enable an effective

line clearance between manufacturing processes utilizing

different viral vectors or gene modification strategies, a fully

validated decontamination procedure should be put in place.

This procedure must show that the viral vector is completely

neutralized after the cleaning procedure. Cleaning proce-

dures still affect the manufacturing capacity as time is

required between the manufacturing of different products for

cleaning procedure81. Cleaning effectiveness procedures are

also required for spill containment protocols along with

appropriate secondary containment measures for products

containing viral vector material.

The third manufacturing control is labelling and tracking

of product and material throughout the manufacturing facil-

ity. For the manufacturing of patient-specific cell therapies,

the introduction of 21 CFR Part 11 compliant electronic

tracking software has the potential to reduce manufacturing

costs through a reduction in labor. It also assures that the

appropriate material is used in the correct manufacturing

process and is considered to be part of a robust materials

management system. This system can be used to ensure

control of raw materials, including viral vectors, where the

use of unique identifiers assure the right viral vector is used

in the right manufacturing process. Within a cleanroom in

which multiple products utilizing viral vectors are being

manufactured, the manufacturing control strategy could

include product color coding or use of assigned incubator

shelves for each product codified into the manufacturing

batch record, to prevent product mix up and cross

contamination.

There are several quality and scalability challenges

associated with the use of viral vectors in cell therapy

manufacturing. Despite these challenges, incorporating the

mitigation strategies described in Table 4 early into the prod-

uct development plan, combined with effective collaboration

and partnership with key suppliers, will ensure successful

product manufacture during clinical and commercial produc-

tion. Additionally, it is important to build flexibility into the

quality and scalability strategy that allow for innovations

toward safer more streamlined approaches to manufacturing.

This could include end-to-end electronic tagging, robotics,

and/or larger scale cellular bio-processing technologies to

name a few examples of what may be on the horizon for the

future of manufacturing in cell-based medicines.

Sustainability Considerations

Vector Manufacturing

Recent advances in cell and gene therapy along with accel-

erated pathways have compressed timelines for developing

commercial manufacturing processes for viral vectors. As

demand for cell therapy products continue to rise, there is

a growing question around the availability of vectors at the

right quality, cost, and scale. Viral vector manufacturing

alone is its own science and in combination with cell therapy

adds further complication to an already challenging process.

Due to the large numbers of containers required to meet the

requirements for a GMP clinical run, developers have tradi-

tionally used scale-out approaches to address demand using

conventional adherent-cell systems (T-flasks, multi-layer

flasks, and roller bottles). Besides space concerns, the use

of increased numbers of culture vessels results in increased

processing time and open manipulation steps which

increases contamination risk during aseptic processing. A

number of alternatives systems are available that are larger

and allow for mostly closed processing including single-use

bioreactor systems such as stirred tank reactors, commonly

utilized in antibody production, and perfusion cultures. The

Quantum Cell Expansion System (Terumo BCT, Lakewood

CO) is a functionally closed and automated system using

hollow fiber technology and has shown to produce lentiviral

vector yields upwards to 4x109 vg per run74. The iCellis®

single-use fixed-bed reactor (Pall Corporation; Port

Washington, New York) offers another automated system

that has both small- and large-scale options for vector

manufacturing.

During production, downstream processing constraints

such as labor intensity and scalability issues surround ultra-

centrifugation, which is still widely used for viral vector

preparation for Phase I level work. There is a trend to move

away from non-scalable strategies, although the lack of

clarity around the quantity of vector required for dosing

makes this challenging. However, with patient numbers

increasing as they progress through their clinical program,

and with more products moving toward commercial appli-

cation, the need for more viral vector continues to increase.

Small batch sizes challenge manufacturers to create robust

processes that can produce an equivalent product every time
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and when organizations advance in their clinical develop-

ment, scale-up of these processes is an inherent challenge.

As with cell therapy production, the raw materials used

for vector production are equally vital and must be sourced

with rigorous quality checks to minimize the risk of introdu-

cing adventitious agents into the production process. Critical

raw materials for vector production include the cells, the cell

culture medium, serum and plasmids. The need for these

resources will increase proportionally with the increase in

vector manufacturing. With the field moving toward com-

mercialization, it is expected that the associated quality

requirements may also increase for raw materials from

research-grade to, in some cases, GMP-grade. Along with

additional testing to reduce risk, sourcing of these supplies

remains a considerable sustainability risk. If animal-derived

materials, such as fetal bovine serum (FBS) or porcine tryp-

sin, are required during manufacturing of clinical-grade cell

therapeutics, there may be additional requirements that must

be met by the FDA. The main regulatory concerns associated

with the use of xenogeneic serum include the risk of con-

tamination with non-human pathogens and inducing an

unwanted immune response as xeno-toxic effects. For

clinical-grade FBS, every batch or lot of FBS must be trace-

able back to its country, slaughterhouse and herd of origin in

USDA approved import countries82. Additionally, all lots

must be tested for adventitious agents (viral contamination),

sterility (bacterial and fungal elements), endotoxin levels,

mycoplasma content and other constituents in vitro83. In

vivo animal toxicity and inhalation-based toxicity studies

are also required, with many groups focused on developing

advanced in vitro models for these tests that are more

human-relevant84. While regulatory agencies address safety,

it is up to the cell manufacturer to establish metrics around

performance, as FBS has traditionally been both a major cost

driver and a source of process variability. Efforts to imple-

ment xenogeneic-free methods in the production of the viral

vector as well as the cell-based product should be undertaken

as early in process development as feasible.

For all materials and processes associated with therapeu-

tics intended for human use, including viral vectors, testing

strategies are vital to ensure product identity, potency, purity

and safety. Vector stocks must be certified to be free of RCV

or any other viral contaminant that may arise as a result of

the manufacturing process. After cell transduction, the cell

therapy is also tested for sterility, absence of mycoplasma

(especially where serum is employed in the manufacturing

process), RCV, and endotoxin81. If the cell therapy product

can be cryopreserved prior to administration, traditional

assays for sterility and mycoplasma (which can take up to

28 days to perform) can be used. However, in some appli-

cations, a shorter time to administration may be needed as

freshly prepared (non-cryopreserved) products need to be

administered within days of product formulation. For these

reasons, rapid microbial methods (RMM) are available that

allow for the testing and release of product within the short

time frame available. Efforts are underway to identify

approaches for safely employing RMM into the production

of cell-based medicines.

Cost of Goods and Business Considerations

Proprietary platform technologies that facilitate engineered

cell product development are a common practice in the

industry. Many companies and organizations have business

models that license access to their platforms which may offer

shorter paths to critical inflection points (e.g., clinical trials)

or provide the freedom-to-operate in a field which they may

have a dominant position. Typically, licensors of such tech-

nologies seek financial compensation for their investments

made via upfront and/or annual payments for rights to use

the platform. This may also include milestone payments

linked to development activities, which tend to escalate as

clinical development progresses and are often significant

financial payments. All considered, these payments and obli-

gations may be difficult to accept once presented with them,

yet they may shorten development timelines which could be

more sensical than attempting to “reinvent the wheel” by

avoiding them. With respect to freedom-to-operate, licen-

sing a technology which may be required for commerciali-

zation may also be needed to successfully raise funds or

engage in other significant commercial events, such as going

public, large partnerships, or acquisition. The company

should be aware of these issues and incorporate them into

their overall product development strategy. With aggressive

competition, shortened timelines, and an overall high risk of

failure to start as is any early stage therapeutic opportunity,

the decision to license technologies that speed up and de-risk

product development should be strongly considered rather

than outright discounted.

Conclusion and Risk Mitigation

Cell engineering has become a critical feature of new and

developing cell therapy products. Here we focus on immune

cell therapies in detail and it is worth noting that multiple

cell types are under development for transplantation in

regenerative medicine to address a myriad of disease states.

Currently approved CAR-T therapies use autologous T-cells,

but efforts to use allogeneic or universal CAR-T cells are

ongoing. If successful, the use of off-the-shelf universal

CAR-T cell products could offer a dramatic increase in the

affordability and widespread use of CARs. Additional cell

types that are being developed with promising early results

include Natural Killer Cells (NKCs), Dendritic Cells (DCs),

mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) and Natural Killer T-cells

(NKTs). The design of these engineered cell types in the

decision-making process of defining the target product pro-

file (TPP) include the desired genetic vehicle or technology,

the manufacturing method, clinical considerations, sustain-

ability, cost of goods, business considerations and risk miti-

gation. Ultimately, these considerations feed heavily into

significant financial decisions for drug development, which
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are worthy of study for new developers and the profitability

of the proposed therapeutic approach.

The clinical impact of a chosen cell engineering metho-

dology largely involves the permanence of treatment. Devel-

opers need to employ strict safety standards and diligence in

clinical trial design to evaluate and balance these risks to

ensure safe and efficacious clinical outcomes. For transient

expression, meeting the quality demands of repeat dosing

requires more strict quality control by reducing batch-to-

batch variability or producing enough product for each

patient to be treated multiple times from the same batch.

Due to current clean room limitations and operational meth-

ods, and the high costs of manufacturing in such settings,

developers need to consider implementing managed and

controlled flexibility in their overall manufacturing activi-

ties. For scaling with multiple products, emphasis should be

placed on the flexibility of the manufacturing facility itself to

incorporate future products and product supplements. Scale

and quality continue to be challenges in manufacturing yet

continuous improvements in these areas are being made both

by product innovators, contractors, and supporting technol-

ogies used in these processes. Patient numbers increase

through each clinical phase, meaning developers need to

be prepared for high demand much earlier than

commercial-scale manufacturing. Similarly, the sooner a

platform achieves commercial-grade quality in operations

and manufacturing, the easier the regulatory process

becomes by avoiding protocol revisions and amendments.

This requires rigorous operational control and testing strate-

gies employed as early as possible which while costly early

on, lessens the burden of future challenges organizations will

face as they continue to grow, which may include difficult

financing environments, increased regulatory scrutiny, and

up through potential late-stage product failure. Having

robust systems in place alleviates these and other issues that

many organizations may someday face. The Discovery

Labs’ Center for Breakthrough Medicines is currently the

world’s largest cell and gene therapy contract development

and manufacturing organization (CDMO) who’s goal is to

bring these therapies from benchtop to bedside in an accel-

erated and affordable manner. The goal is to provide

researchers with a one source for process development, plas-

mid and viral vector production, analytical testing, cell bio-

processing, platform IP, and the space to operate. There is a

long line of smaller cell and gene therapies hoping to utilize

this space early on, and the competition will only continue to

grow.

Overall, during cell therapy product development, the

rationale for choosing a specific cell engineering methodol-

ogy is largely dependent on both biological and manufactur-

ing considerations. On one side, the choice is dependent on

the disease state, the cell type being modified for transplan-

tation, whether the expression should be permanent or tran-

sient and the ease and cost of the gene system being

deployed. Secondly, for large scale cell therapy product pro-

duction and use in a clinical setting, you must take into

account manufacturing and risk controls, as well as potential

for off target effects and long-term safety of patients. The

growing world of gene engineering technology allows the

developer a wide variety of choices for their own designer

cell therapeutic, and once a methodology is selected the end

product will positively contribute to the emerging field of

cell-based therapies for treatment.
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